9-12 April 2019 . Geneva, Switzerland

“Making Geothermal Energy Profitable: from
Subsurface Uncertainties to Viable Business Models “
Not one single country or energy company can avoid this question: what role will
sustainable energy play in our future and how can we shape the transition?
The crossover from oil & gas to geothermal energy may play a key role in the journey
towards sustainable use of the subsurface and a greener energy world. Yet, uncertainties on
profitability and the establishment of viable business models are hindering the large-scale
development of geothermal energy, especially in areas located in sedimentary basins where
the geothermal gradient/ heat flow are relatively low compared to magmatic areas that
comprise more traditional geothermal targets. Behind these questions lie fundamental
challenges related to developing a deeper understanding of subsurface uncertainties, safe
and cost-effective development and integrated systems.
These challenges can be tackled via the effective transfer of knowledge between the well
consolidated oil & gas industry and the relatively young geothermal sector, including the
development of novel techniques aimed at reducing the cost of exploration, improving
resolution of subsurface imaging, enhanced reservoir identification and definition as well as
monitoring and predicting geophysical and geochemical changes during the development.
Moreover, although complementary geothermal-hydrocarbon production opportunities
exist, they currently face technical, economic and policy challenges that are slowing or
stopping their effective implementation.
Working together can provide the opportunity to develop viable business models that can
facilitate large-scale geothermal developments, cherish the extensive knowledge base to
develop geo-energy sources on a sustainable and responsible manner and create a wellgrounded license to operate for an integrated geo-energy sector.
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The Geothermal Crossover Technology workshop will offer an exciting knowledge sharing
and discussion platform where industry experts, country representatives and academia can
share their visions and perspectives on how the petroleum and geothermal industries can
work together to create new opportunities to make geothermal energy exploration and
production a reality.

The workshop objectives
The GTW will address specifically these fundamental challenges:
•
•
•
•

the understanding of subsurface uncertainties and associated risk mitigation;
the effective knowledge between the resourceful Hydrocarbon and the Geothermal
industries;
the development of robust techniques for accessing deep and hot reservoirs;
and the establishment of a sound industrial long-term business vision;

PROGRAMME
9th April 2019 - GTW workshop
10th April 2019 - GTW Workshop
POST WORKSHOP ACTIVITES:
11th April 2019: Field Trip: The Geneva Basin under a geo-energy perspective.
During this 1-day field trip participants will be introduced to the surface and subsurface geology of
the Geneva Basin which since the early 60s has been investigated for geo-energy resources. The
program includes spectacular 360o panoramic views to the Swiss Plateau, Jura and Alps (Mt Blanc)
as well as key outcrops of Tertiary Molasse affected by oil seepage generated from Lower Jurassic
Toarcian shales and exhumed transpressive fault system considered today a key analogue for the
modern subsurface geothermal context.
The number of participants to this field trip is limited to 32 people and they will be selected on the
first come-first served basis.

12th April 2019: The Young Researcher’s & Young Professional Day (YRYPD)
This day is dedicated to young researchers (MSc, PhD and young Post Doc) and Young
Professionals who are invited to share in a convivial and informal atmosphere the results of their
research and work projects relevant to the themes of the Crossover Technology Workshop. This
day will be organized by the Geo-Energy Group at the University of Geneva with the support of the
AAPG and IGA. The YRYPD event will be held at the Department of Earth Science and will offer to
researchers the opportunity to network amongst peers and present either oral or poster
communications.
If you are interested to participate to this event please send your 300 words abstracts indicating
the preference of presentation (oral or poster) to this e-mail address: geo-energy@unige.ch
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Abstract Submission Guidelines for the GTW (9-10 April 2018)
Specifications are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abstracts must be submitted in English.
Abstracts must be a minimum of 300 words, and a picture/image can be included.
Abstracts (including picture/image) should not exceed 1 A4 page.
Please use 12 point Times New Roman font, fully justified and single-spaced.
Please ensure the abstract title is displayed clearly at the top of the abstract with all
authors and co-authors listed below
Make sure to carefully check the abstract for typos and make sure all special
characters and formatting display properly.
The title should be entered in mixed case. Please do not enter the title in upper case
letters.
Format: 1 A4 - Word document (download the template using the link below).
Approval of all co-authors must be obtained before placing their names on an
abstract.
A presenter may be a presenter on more than one abstract.
Choose from the established list of topic categories. Please keep in mind that, on
review of the abstract, the Scientific Program Committee and external reviewers
may elect to assign an abstract to a category deemed more appropriate.

Deadline: Friday 15th February 2019
TECHNICAL PROGRAMME
Theme 1: Play definition and their pre-drill derisking
Theme 2: Development of plays
Theme 3: Exploitation & Production / well monitoring & surveillance
Theme 4: Cost-efficient use of exploration, drilling and development technologies
Theme 5: Development Drilling and Completions
Theme 6: Market, policy and social aspects
Theme 7: Case studies / Energy system Integration

LOCATION
Hotel Novotel Geneva
Rue de Zurich 19
Geneva 1201
Switzerland
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+41 22 909 90 00

PRICING:
Category
Student (2 days)
Speaker (2 days)
Academia (2 days) Early Bird - Expires on 08.03.2019
Academia (2 days)
Member (2 days) Early Bird - Expires on 08.03.2019
AAPG / IGA Member Registration (2 days)
Standard (2 days) Early Bird - Expires on 08.03. 2019
Standard Registration
Field Trip
Young Researcher’s Day

Price
€ 203.40
€ 271.20
€ 271.20
€ 384.20
€ 498.33
€ 626.02
€ 562.74
€ 678
€ 180
€ 70

Organizing Committee
Andrea Moscariello, Co Chair, University of Geneva, Switzerland
Marit Brommer, Co Chair, International Geothermal Association, Germany
Thijs Boxem, EBN, The Netherlands
Luca Guglielmetti, University of Geneva, Switzerland
Carsten Sorlie, Equinor, Norway
Friso Veenstra, TNO Geoloigical Survey of The Netherlands
Lauren Boyd, US Dept of Energy, USA
Mark Ballesteros, EarthConnect, Australia
Fausto Batini, Magma Energia Italia, Italy
Frederic Guinot, Geo Energy Suisse SA, Switzerland
Adele Manzella, Italian National Research Council, Italy

INFO: mdiaz@aapg.org or vjohnston-jones@aapg.org
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